Your
“Happily Ever After Home”
Awaits:
Or, as a subtitle we’ll explain below: “The Perfect Rainbow”
•

We’ve long felt that this parcel of
land in Troy was simply the perfect

setting for an “Active Senior”
development. In a smallish town that
already enjoys a lovely lifestyle,
…adjacent to the town’s activity
centers…yet central to a larger
established population with access
from near and far. All that, and…a
half mile of border with 155 acres of
great public park. Perfect!
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•

All that it needed, and deserved, was the best features possible in support of the lifestyle, but
“All that it needed” turned out to be a lot! On the land and in the homes, we’ve done an
immense amount of research, visited noteworthy places and listened to great ideas. Huge
thanks to the many that helped us with surveys and opinions…and to engineers and architects
for catching the spirit and translating it all to actual plans.

•

But all of that is now prelude. New neighbors are waiting for you to share it all. The careful
land planning and the creation of truly off-the-chart performance in our special homes has
been our dedicated effort to create the best senior life style setting possible, so that these
new neighbors truly enjoy living their next stunning chapters in comfort, safety, and fun!

•

And if ordinary life really is a series of storms and concerns you would like to leave behind,
then thinking of this as a perfect rainbow becomes a great analogy. That is,
in fact, the secret message imbedded in our logo… serenity after the storm.
The plans to provide that complete, perfect setting are complete…so now
we’re about ready for you to add the living. The lifestyle truly is what we’re
offering…but one of the most appropriate, innovative, tough-but-still-cozy
homes you’ll ever see comes with it!
…a labor of love to make it the best it can be, our 1st and continuing intention.
From the Ottwein and Sill families to you!

